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Visualizing Text

Concord: IBM Lotus Symphony in the Cloud

Susanne Hupfer susanne_hupfer@us.ibm.com
Visualization is often viewed as a way to unlock the secrets of
numeric data, But what about political speeches, novels, and
blogs? These texts hold at least as many surprises , We present a
series of techniques for visualizing and analyzing unstructured
text, From analyzing the elements of a single piece to examining
the connections among collections of texts. these visualizations
reveal implicit structure and meaning,

Wei Gao gaowwei@cn.ibm.com
Concord is an online collaborative environment for creating,
editing and sharing content in a smarter way. Documents are
constructed from paragraphs, each with its own audit trail,
versioning and properties, And because collaboration takes place
inside the editors, people can see their changes in real time.

Visual Backchannel for Large Events

Dan Gruen danieLgruen@us,ibm.com
Visual Backchannel supports participation in large-scale events by
visualizing public discussion in twitter as wordclouds and topical
streams, The visualizations are interactive . so attendees can
select a topic, word or phrase and then drill down to specific
messages, people and images. This is just the start - additional
features will include polls, discussions. and the ability to form
impromptu groups around topics of interest.
Agora Next

Merean Topkara mtopkara@us.ibm. com
This demo showcases new work and features in Agora, Watson
Research's solution for collaborating around recorded meetings.
Our research focuses on providing seamless access to recorded
meetings and videos from a user's email and calendar,

live Deck: Extending Presentations to Support

Pharos: Creating Social Maps of Online Communities

Shiwan Zhao zhaosw@cn.ibmcom
Pharos analyzes time-sensitive individual and crowd behaviors in
online communities and creates a dynamic social map that shows
who's talking about what. Pharos' rich interaction also helps users
explore the sites they are interested in.
Topika: Collaboration Through Email

Ja/al Mahmud jumahmud@u$,ibm.com
Topika integrates email with social and collaborative tools from
Lotus such as the services in Connections. When a user initiates
an email, Topika suggests places to collect and share the email
thread. For example , if a Community leader polls an entire
community via email, Topika collects all the responses within the
Community for everyone to review and discuss.
Workboards

Eser Kandogan eser@us,fbm.com
Workboards is a collaborative web-based space for managing

Steve Rohal/ stevenjohal/@us.ibm.com
liveDeck is investigating how displaying and editing slides
synchronously can support distributed team meetings
Our prototype builds on a web-based OOF renderer, uses
Sametime 8.5 for synchronous communication via HTTP, and
stores meeting metadata and artifacts in the ODF file itself.

projects , Users can quickly jot down free-form notes on a 2-D
layout, promote them to to-dos and documents, organize them into
lists, and collaborate with each other synchronously and
asynchronously. Users can access project-related information
and map relationships between people, documents, and tasks
from the overview board. A status board helps users track work
progress, read recent project-related email. and see changes
during and between meetings,

Web Accessibility

Contact Central

Hironobu Takagi takagih@jp.ibm.eom
This demo shows the latest research technologies that make the
Web more accessible for everyone in our SOCiety in the era of
social computing and multimedia.

Eric Wilcox eric wi/cox@us.ibm. com
Contact Central explores how people manage their contacts
across an increasingly broad set of tools and services, Using our
web-based research prototype. users can create a social address
book that supports light-weight CRM (Customer Relations
Management) and works with Lotus products,

Collaborations

Planet: A Collaborative Visual Task Planner

Paul Moody pauLmoody@us,ibm.com
Planot is a simple visual time· line editor that lets you create and
edit plans and share them live with others, The web-based client is
implemented with HTML, CSS, Dojo and JavaScript. Planet stores
and retrieves plans using the Lotus Connection Activity api and
uses Sametime's rtc4web api to share and edit them live,

Answers

Sara Weber sara_ weber@us.ibm.com
Do you have questions about company process, business
knowledge, or folklore? Answers -- a web application that runs
inside a company -- lets users ask those questions and harness
the knowledge of the whole company to get the answers,
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Hear more about collaboration research in the talk: "Center for Social Software: Enterprise Health and Government Transparency" by

Irene Greif and David R. Millen, Tuesday January 19, 3:30pm - 4:30pm, Dolphin N, Hemisphere A-C.
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Audrey: A Social, Semantic news Service

Vivacity: Social Metrics for Social Software

Sleven Ross stevenJoss@us ,ibmcom
Audrey is a web-based news service that lets users browse,
discuss , and share news stories and blog entries. Audrey
combines social networking and semantic content analysis to
intelligently recommend stories to users based on evolving models
of their interests.

Michael Muller michaeLmuller@us ,ibmcom
Vivacity delivers insight into social software applications such as
Lotus Connections by providing business-oriented metrics and
analytics. Our research looks at shared resources created by
users, social capital. and application-wide return on contribution
(ROC), A "daughter project" called CommunityView offers similar
metrics for individual communities in Lotus Connections
Communities. Come and tell us which metrics are most
important to you

DUNE: Desktop UNified with Enterprise

Inbal Ronen inba/@iUbmcom
A Lotus customer's data is often spread over multiple Lotus
applications, including Lotus Notes, Sametime, Connections and
Quickr, Some of the data resides on the user's desktop, while
some of it is on the web, DUNE aggregates data from these
applications, making unified social search , personalized
recommendations based on private and public profiles, integrated
collaboration views, and more possible,

Mail Triage and Personal Tasks

Jeff Pierce jspierce@us.ibmcom
Mobile email users triage messages by deciding which messages
to handle immediately, which to delete, and which to defer and
handle on other computers. Mail Triage and Personal Tasks
supports this usage pattern through mobile applications and a
Lotus Notes plugin for desktops and laptops. ,

Guess: A Gaming Framework for Crowd Computing

Ido Guy IDO@il.ibmcom
Guess is a gaming framework that harnesses the crowd to solve
problems that are difficult for computers to handle such as
labeling images or transcribing speech, Individual responses not
only contribute to the body of knowledge, but often add up
collectively to unique answers. We will demonstrate applications
for building taxonomies of concepts and mapping people's
relationships and expertise,
Blog Muse: Audience-based Inspiration for Bloggers

Casey Dugan cadugan@us, ibm com
Employee blogging benefits both employees and the organization,
but participation can be relatively low. In order to stimulate
employee blogging we developed and deployed a novel topic
suggestion system that connects blog readers to blog writers in
18M. The result: entries created through BlogMuse gOI
significantly more comments, ratings, and hits.

Picture Talk

Wendy Kellogg wkellogg@us.ibm,com
Picture Talk is a mobile phone application that supports
asynchronous voice discussions anchored by photos .
The Future of -botus Mobility

Fenil Shah fenils@u$,ibm.com
See the lalest innovations in mobile collaboration technology from
Research for smartphone platforms such as iPhone, Android,
BlackBerry and Nokia, These services, which span the Lotus
portfolio. include LotusLive Meetings, Sametime Meetings,
Sametime Mobile Web Access and Quickr,
LotusLive Labs

Jason Crawford ccjason@lJs,ibm.com
LotusLive Labs is a collaboration between BM Research and
LotusLive that lets users evaluate experimental IBM Research
technologies that are integrated with LotusLive.
J
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Paul Moody
IBM Research
pauLmoody@us.ibm .com

a personal and collaborative visual planner
that supports synchronous and asynchronous personal,
collaborative and social planning

Problem: The Planning Gap
Lack of planning is expensive and not 'smart'
#1 reason for failure for GBS projects. In 2001 . 70% ofG8S troub led projeds cite lack of planning as root cause (GBS 2001

study)

Lack of collaborative planning tools
Pia nning is colla bo rat ive.

V isual publicly available plans Bid in reasoning. discussing and engendering plan commitment (CHI'SS . L£lW. Re ... rch)

L ack of planning tools for everyday informal tasks
Most plans are informal- Calendar and Project Management tools only support formal planning.

Solution: Sim Ie live 'is

Leverages Activities
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Paul
. Nathaniel

System Overview

Use Cases:

H .'N it

igh be used

As personal or team planner (personal, team)
Use Activities as light weight planner

As a 'segment' of a live meeting
Timellnes formalizlng meeting commitments and plans

As plans micro-blogging
Use a public "I Plan To .. . " Activity

(collaborative)

Pure JavaScript on Clients
Planet uses HTML CSS JavaScrlpl and Dojo
- no Flash or plug-Ins

(social)

- no server changes
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Social Networks and Discovery Visualization
(Sa~IDVis)
SaNDVIS
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Supports Expertise
Search. SaNDVis shows the
top IBMers that relate to a
given search query.

~

Exposes Social
Connections.' SaNDVis
illustrates how IBMe~s '
connect across the
intranet's social software.
Information Dis£overy.
SaNDVis highlights the tags
and documents associated
with each query,
coordinated to the
visualization.

Try out SaNDVis at http://sand.haifa.ibm.com/sandvis/
SaNDVis is a visualization
tool built on top of SaND
(Social Networks &
Discovery). SaND is an
aggregation platform that
leverages com plex
relationships between
content and people as
surfaced through social
applications to unleash the
value of information. Its
integrated index supports
combining content-based
analysis and people-based
analysis over a rich data
foundation.

SaNDVis exposes the rich
information of SaND and
allows users to leverage the
rich relationships of IBMers
across social software for a
variety of scenarios,
including expertise search
and information discovery.

SaNDVis is an exploratory
search tool that was
recently launched. We
encourage you to send us
your feedback and tell us
about your compelling use
cases.

SaNDVis uses advanced
visualization and interaction
techniques to present the
tangled network of
relationships in a
comprehensible way to
end-users.

Want to find out more?
Contact Adam Perer at
adamp@i l.ibm .com

SaNDVis exposes the connections between people, tags, and documents.
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